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RESOLUTION
EXPRESSING THE PROFOUND SYMPATHY AND SINCERE 
CONDOLENCE OF THE PHILIPPINE SENATE ON THE DEATH OF 
RENOWNED CORDILLERAN WEAVER AND OUTSTANDING 
ENTREPRENEUR LEONARDA “NARDAW OLAT-CAPUYAN

WHEREAS, Leonarda “Narda* Olat-Capuyan, a  renowned Cordilleran 
artist and entrepreneur who promoted traditional ikat weaving, 
passed away on 11 March 2016;

WHEREAS, bom in the mountain village of Besao, Mountain Province 
to Didaco Olat, an Episcopalian missionary teacher and to weaver Ina 
Dam-ay,Olat-Capuyan opened Narda's Handwoven Arts and Crafts in 
1972 at La Trinidad, Benguet as a social enterprise aimed at 
encouraging weaving among women in order “to keep them busy from 
making more babies";

W HER^S, as the v is io n ^ , proprietor and designer behind Narda’s, 
she initially began operations by buying recycled and leftover acrylic 
yams and weaving them into blankets. Making use of an rkat—the old 
tradition of tying and dyeing segments of threads before actual 
weaving—she made use of a wide array of colors and pursued non- 
traditional designs;

WHEREAS,Narda’s products were first featured in Bloomingdale’s in 
New York in 1982 during an all-PhUippine sales exhibition which 
opened the doors for Narda’s Ikat to be featured in Japan, Europe and 
Canada, with Neiman Marcus, Lord and Taylor, and Marshall Fields in 
the US and Hudson’s Bay in Canada serving as her initial buyers;

WHEREAS, her key role in the revival of the traditional ikat weaving 
and as a  woman entrepreneur merited several awards—the Golden 
Shell Award (1982) by the Philippine Ministry of Trade, the 
Countryside Investor Award (1989) for providing livelihood to 600 
indigenous women weavers and sewers, the Agora Award for Export




